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Abstract 

 

The development of smart windows for residential and commercial buildings is an attractive way to 

decrease energy consumption in this sector. These windows must provide low solar heat gain with a low 

overall heat transfer coefficient, avoid humidity and condensation in cold regions, generate clean electricity, 

and admit comfortable levels of daylight. Therefore, methods for integrating semi-transparent (or 50.8% 

transparent) CdTe solar cell strings-based glazing with structured-cored mesh translucent vacuum 

insulation panels and indium sealed vacuum glazing are described for modernizing smart windows. This 

paper contributes to the net zero-energy building concept, an aspect of a global industrial strategy for 

climate-change mitigation. This study reports experimental and theoretical studies on the thermal and 

electrical performances of six different glazing systems. These systems include semi-transparent 

photovoltaic glazing (GPV), vacuum glazing (VG), translucent vacuum insulation panel (GVIP), semi-

transparent PV with VG (VGPV), and semi-transparent PV with translucent vacuum insulation panel 

(VIPPV), and their performances will be compared with that seen with single glazing (SG). These glazing 

systems are designed, constructed, and tested using a hot box calorimeter, and with and without the effects 

of simulated indoor solar radiation. The center-of-pane U-values, the transient temperature variations of the 

inner and outer surfaces of the glazing systems, the open circuit voltages, the short circuit currents, the fill 

factors, and the steady-state temperature contours were determined experimentally with the use of an 

infrared camera. For the first time, the moisture condensation pattern is also depicted for these systems and 

will be of value for applications in harsh, cold regions. A 3D finite-volume heat transfer model is developed 

and validated with the experimental results, allowing comparison of the thermal performances of these 

glazing systems under ASTM boundary conditions. The results showed that the VGPV system achieved a 

lower U-value than did the VIPPV system. The steady-state center-of-pane temperature differences seen 

with a solar irradiation level of 1000 W·m-2 are 55 ºC, 32.5 ºC and 5 ºC for the VGPV, VIPPV, and GPV 

systems, respectively. The validated center-of-pane U-values for the VG, VGPV, VIPPV, and GPV systems, 

each with dimensions of 15 cm × 15 cm, are predicted to be 1.3, 1.2, 1.8, and 6.1 W·m-2K-1, respectively. 

The results also show that the use of either the VGPV or VG systems eliminates moisture condensation. It 

is concluded that VGPV and VIPPV generate comparatively less power but provide higher thermal 

insulation.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Advancements in progressive vacuum insulation technologies are believed to be one of the more 

realistic solutions for converting domestic and commercial buildings into nearly zero-energy buildings 

(NZEBs) and/or zero energy buildings (ZEBs) and could contribute to the realization of net-zero carbon 

emissions by 2050. It is widely accepted that, in the building sector, energy losses/gains through windows 

account for more than 30% of energy consumption, more than that of any other building element [1]. In 

addition, a significant increase in the fraction of high-rise buildings constructed with large transparent 

facades requires the integration of progressive novel technologies in the smart window sector [2]. Therefore, 

Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) technologies have become one of the most promising options for 

meeting the needs of these sectors, since energy generation is also advantageous [3]. In BIPV, the problems 

of large land requirements and transmission power losses are avoided by integrating the photovoltaic (PV) 

arrays on the exterior facades of the buildings [4]. Further, designers in the building sector are recognizing 

that NZEBs must rely on the use of PV systems, along with building envelope insulation technologies [5]. 

The PV system generates electricity for building needs and decreases the solar heat gain emerging from the 

building or striking the outside surfaces [4]. The thermal insulation for exterior transparent facades plays 

an essential role in reducing the thermal heat loss and raising energy requirements, particularly with large 

window-to-wall ratios in high-rise buildings [6]. Therefore, using hybrid semi-transparent PVs with higher 

thermal insulation efficiency is an effective way to provide both power generation and thermal insulation 

without compromising the facade area [7].   

 

1.1.  Semi-transparent Photovoltaic (STPV) glazing  

 

In the building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) sector, lamination of the glass sheet to an STPV layer 

is used to replace the conventional low-e coated single-glazed window. This helps to reduce the 

transmittance of solar radiation through the PV laminate area, and, consequently, reduces the building heat 

gain [1]. Lu and Law [8] proposed a detailed one-dimensional transient heat transfer model for STPV 

double glazing consisting of a polycrystalline silicon solar cell fixed between two transparent glass panes. 

In these structures, the silicon wafer generates electricity. However, due to the opaque characteristics of the 

silicon wafer, the solar cell constitutes a certain fraction of the total glazing area; this is called the ‘coverage 

ratio,’ and it amounts to 60% of the glazing area. The ratio of solar cell area to the total glazing area 

(coverage ratio) has a significant effect on the total heat gain of buildings. STPV-based cadmium telluride 

(CdTe) glazed windows are used in [9], in which the CdTe cell coverage ratio was 10%. Peng et al. [1] 

introduced a novel c-Si-based STPV glazing. This was produced by cutting multiple strips of standard c-Si 

solar cells, which were automatically welded and electrically connected into continuous strings. These 

strings were laminated between two glass layers, and the c-Si wafers were embedded in two layers of 

polyvinyl butyral (PVB) with a thickness of 0.5 mm above and below the c-Si layer.  
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In the area of STPV glazing, different types of solar cells have been used; these include amorphous 

silicon (a-Si) [10], cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin-film [9], dye-sensitized solar cells [11], amorphous 

silicon [12] and crystalline silicon solar cells (c-Si) [13]. In c-Si solar cells using STPV, the silicon wafer 

is embedded in an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) or PVB layer and surrounded by glass panes on both sides 

[13]. The non-reflected irradiation is transmitted through the gaps between solar cell layers to the indoor 

space, and this allows subsequent passive heating; this is useful during the winter season but may cause 

overheating during summer months, especially in hot-arid regions [14]. Additionally, the solar absorbance 

of the silicon wafer can lead to higher temperatures in the solar cell domain in hot-arid regions. There 

remain two significant issues that were not comprehensively investigated in these or other studies. 

First, the solar radiation absorbed in the solar cells is partially converted to electric power, with up 

to 20% conversion efficiency, and the rest of the absorbed light is converted into heat in the solar cell [15]. 

This generated heat causes a significant increase in the solar cell temperature and decreases its service life. 

Additionally, this temperature increase results in transfer of considerable heat into the building via 

conduction through the STPV glazing, especially in hot areas. This results in an increase in the thermal heat 

gain for the building. Second, for extreme cold-arid regions there are considerable gaps in the knowledge 

regarding STPV thermal insulation performance and indoor moisture condensation. This is because the 

interior temperature of the window surface may be lower than the dew point temperature of the inside air. 

This moisture condensation problem lowers visibility and raises the issue of fungal and bacterial growth, 

which negatively affects the occupants’ health and comfort. Therefore, this paper also presents 

investigations of these aspects, which do not appear in prior literature. 

 

1.2. Transparent insulation materials (TIMs) for transparent facades 

 

Conventional windows cause higher thermal heat loss/gain to/from the outside in the cold-arid and 

the hot-arid climates, respectively. These windows typically consist of 6 mm thick single-glazed windows 

with a U-value (thermal transmittance) of 5.7 W·m-2 K-1 [6], or, with current trends in triple air-filled glazed 

windows, can achieve a U-value of 1.8 W·m-2 K-1. Recently, TIMs for exterior facades have offered the 

potential to enhance building performance [2]. These TIMs are used to offer heat transfer resistance while 

also facilitating light transmission. The TIMs described in the literature were reviewed thoroughly in [2]. 

The TIMs described in the literature are assembled with at least one transparent cover, typically glass with 

an air cavity between the panes of a double-pane glazing unit [2]. Some examples of these TIMs are the 

vacuum glazing systems (VG) [16] and transparent vacuum insulated panels (TVIPs) [17]. 

 

The VG system consists of two glass panes separated by an array of support pillars (approximately 

0.13 mm in length and 0.3 mm in diameter), in which an evacuated gap with a pressure less than 0.1 Pa is 

established using a hermetic edge seal [18]. The VG exhibits good thermal transmittance values (U-values) 

ranging between 1.1 W·m-2 K-1 and 0.8 W·m-2 K-1 with a vacuum pressure of less than 0.1 Pa [19]. However, 

for smaller VG systems, the thermal performance of the system is partially diminished by edge effects [20]. 
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This results because the edge seal is made with a highly conductive sealing material, with a thermal 

conductivity of approximately 87.3 W·m-1 K-1 seen for typical indium-sealed VG systems [20]. This 

conductive material provides a thermal short circuit around the edges and increases the total glazing U-

value [21]. The lower U-value for VG systems could prevent indoor moisture condensation, but proof of 

this notion has not yet appeared in the literature. 

 

Conversely, conventional vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) have lower thermal conductivities, 

typically ranging between 0.004 W·m-1 K-1 and 0.008 W·m-1 K-1 [22]. These conventional VIPs consist of 

an aluminum gas barrier film with opaque characteristics and a solid core thermal insulating material, which 

is usually kept inside this gas barrier film and thermally sealed after evacuation [23]. The U-values of VIPs 

range from 0.1 W·m-2 K-1 to 0.3 W·m-2 K-1 [24]. The inner core material in the conventional VIP is usually 

constructed with an evacuated porous-core material such as fumed silica [23], polycarbonate [25], phenolic 

foam [26], glass fiber [27], and/or fibrous powder [28]. The aluminum gas barrier envelope maintains a 

vacuum pressure of about 10 Pa [29] and minimizes the heat transfer through the outside cover normally 

caused by gas molecules and water vapor. Because of the non-transparent nature of conventional VIPs, they 

cannot be utilized for windows because of the requirements for transparency and visible light transmission. 

Conventional VIP sealing is easier than is sealing with the VG. There is a considerable need for a cost-

effective and transparent thermal insulation option that does not exhibit edge sealing effects and is easily 

retrofitted into existing buildings. The construction of translucent VIPs and the concept of VIPs with 

negligible thermal edge effects, particularly with the application for PV windows, have not appeared in the 

literature. This study is designed to utilize opaque thermal characteristics for the realization of a new 

structured-core translucent VIP.  
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Table 1: Summary of the recent investigations for the semi-transparent PV glazed windows 1 

Authors, 

year 
Ref 

Study* Semi-transparent PV 

glazing structure 

Testing** 
Solar  

cell  

type 

Measured or 

predicted 

parameters 

Simulation 

tool 
Conclusions 

Exp. Th. I O 

Ghosh et 

al.  

2019 

[4] --- ✓ 

1- BIPV-VG 

(Glass/PV/Glass/vacuum

/Glass) 

2- BIPV-double glazing 

(Glass/PV/Glass) 

✓ ✓ 

Crystalline 

silicon 

(c-Si) 

solar cell 

1- Solar cell 

temperature 

2- Room 

temperature 

3- Internal 

glass 

temperature 

MATLAB,  

Energy 

balance 

model  

1- PV cell temperature in the case of 

BIPV-VG is higher than that for double 

pane glazing by 24 ºC.  

2- BIPV-VG accomplished 26% higher 

room temperature compared to BIPV-

double glazing.  

 

Qiu et al., 

2019 
[10] --- ✓ 

Glass/PV/glass/VG, PV 

facing outdoor 
-- ✓ 

amorphous 

silicon 

(a-Si) 

Energy 

consumption 

for different 

lactations 

EnergyPlus 

Energy 

balance 

model 

1- They concluded that the vacuum PV 

glazing system provided a substantial 

energy-saving potential in cold winter 

and hot summer regions. 

2- It is not favorable for the moderate 

climatic regions.  

Cuce & 

Cuce, 

2019 

[12] ✓ ✓ 

Thermally resistive PV 

glazing TRPVG.  

Nanocoating/PV/ argon 

gap/ L-e coating/ thermal 

resistive glass 

✓ -- 
amorphous 

silicon (a-Si) 

Temperature 

distribution 

and heat loss 

ANSYS 

FLUENT, 

3D 

1- For the TRPVG sample with an argon 

gap of 16 mm, the total U-value was 

approximately 1.19 W·m-2 K-1.  

2- The optimized value of the argon gap is 

determined to be 20 mm. 

Ghosh et 

al.,  

2018 

[13] ✓ --- 

1- VG / PV/ single 

glazing/room (VPS)  

2- SG / PV/ VG/room 

(SPV) 

3- SG / PV/ single 

glazing/room (SPS) 

✓ -- 

Crystalline 

silicon 

(c-Si) 

solar cell 

1- Solar cell 

temperature 

2- Room 

temperature 

3- Internal 

glass 

temperature 

4- U-value 

5- Electrical 

parameters 

 

--- 

1- SPV system achieved a lower 

temperature than VPS at 1000 W·m-2 

simulated solar light. 

2- For the SPV-VG, the overall heat 

transfer coefficient (U-value) was 0.8 

W·m-2 K-1. This U-value of was 66% 

lower than SPS glazing.  

3- The maximum achieved PV cell 

temperature was around 97 °C under 

1000 W·m-2 simulated light. 
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Sun et al., 

2018 
[9] --- ✓ 

1- Double glazing 

2- CdTe window 
-- ✓ 

Thin film 

CdTe solar 

cells 

Energy 

consumption 

EnergyPlus 

, 0D 

1- Comparing the CdTe and the double-

glazed system, the application of the PV 

window can result in a considerable 

reduction in energy consumption by up 

to 73%.  

Park et al., 

2010 
[30] ✓ --- 

Glass-PV-glass-air gap-

glass system 
-- ✓ 

Crystalline 

silicon solar 

cell 

Solar cell 

temperature 

And  

electrical 

parameters  

--- 

1- The air gap temperature was the highest 

and followed by the PV cell.  

2- Its temperature influenced the electrical 

generation of the PV cell. They 

confirmed that the generated power of 

the PV module decreased about 0.48% 

per 1 °C increase in the indoor test and 

decreased approximately 0.52% per 1 °C 

increase in the outdoor test at a solar 

radiation of 500 W·m-2. 

Kang et 

al.  

2003 

[11] ✓ --- 
Single-layer of the solar 

cell 
✓ -- 

dye-

sensitized 

nanocrystalli

ne TiO2 solar 

Solar cell 

electrical 

characteristics  

--- 

1- They manufactured a transparent solar 

cell with an area of 8×8 cm2 active area. 

The transmittance of the solar cell was 

about 60% in the visible range. 

2- The measured open-circuit voltage 

(Voc) and short circuit current (Isc) were 

about 0.64 V and 250 mA, respectively. 

3- For scale-up, nine-unit of this solar cell 

to compose semi-transparent window 

generated Voc of 5.7 V and Isc of 220 mA 

at 1000 W·m-2 light intensity. 

*(Th: theoretical; Exp: Experimental); **(I: indoor testing; O: outdoor testing condition) 2 
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1.3. Hybrid semi-transparent PV insulated windows  3 

 4 

There is significant promise for integrating the progressive vacuum insulation technologies with 5 

semi-transparent PV glazing to modernize the building sector and realize higher energy efficiency [16]. The 6 

energy-efficient windows (EEW) of today generate electricity and exhibit very low U-values. This is 7 

accomplished by combining hybrid semi-transparent PVs with a transparent thermal insulation method. 8 

The consolidation of the semi-transparent PV modules allows control of the solar heat gain coefficient in 9 

hot-arid regions. However, it also brings the disadvantage of increased building cooling load resulting from 10 

the transmittance of the remaining solar radiation. Therefore, to provide excellent thermal insulation for the 11 

windows, the VG integration with semi-transparent PV glazing could be considered for new EEWs. This is 12 

because the PV layers decrease the solar heat gain on the windows, and heat transfer across the glazing can 13 

be decreased by the VG [13]. Ghosh et al. [13] estimated the thermal and electrical performance of a hybrid 14 

combining STPV with VG, in which a multi-crystalline silicon solar cell was placed on the top surface of 15 

the VG sample; with a constant simulated solar radiation level of 1000 W·m-2, the system achieved a U-16 

value of 0.8 W·m-2 K-1. However, the steady-state solar cell temperature under these conditions was 17 

approximately 96 ºC. Therefore, a more considerable drop in solar cell power resulted from the elevated 18 

temperature in the STPV-VG [13]. This reduction in solar cell power is attributed to the fact that multi-19 

crystalline silicon solar cells have high-temperature coefficients [31]. Further, the same research group 20 

conducted a numerical comparison of the uses of STPV samples with and without VG [4]. They concluded 21 

that the PV cell temperature difference between these two glazing systems was 24 °C, and confirmed that 22 

the STPV hybrid with VG possesses a lower overall heat transfer coefficient [32]. 23 

 24 

Table 1 summarizes relevant research on the use of semi-transparent PVs with different thermal 25 

insulation methods and glazing systems configurations. It is clear that most of these studies utilized 26 

crystalline silicon solar cells and arranged them in different locations to accomplish the required window 27 

semi-transparency. However, these solar cells are susceptible to temperature because of their higher solar 28 

cell temperature coefficient [31]. Nonetheless, all other thin-film solar cell technologies have lower 29 

temperature coefficients than do the crystalline silicon-based solar cells [31]. For instance, it is thought that 30 

the cell temperature coefficient is -0.45 %/°C for silicon-based solar cells, while it is -0.21 %/°C for 31 

cadmium telluride (CdTe) solar cells [31]. Occasionally, the solar cell temperature reached 96 ºC [13], and 32 

these high temperatures decrease the efficiency of the crystalline cell. Therefore, the use of CdTe solar cells 33 

[31] or dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [33] is recommended for semi-transparent PV-VG windows.  34 

 35 

The novelty of the current study is that, for the first time, the integration of semi-transparent (or 36 

50.8% transparent) CdTe solar cell strings-based glazing to the structured-cored mesh translucent vacuum 37 

insulation panel and indium-sealed VG are presented for the modernization of smart windows. This 38 

research is intended to compare heating/cooling losses, solar heat gains, induced power, and humidity 39 

condensation for the proposed systems. These results contribute to the development of a net-zero-energy 40 

building concept as part of the global industrial strategy for climate-change mitigation. Herein are presented 41 
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experimental and theoretical studies on the thermal and electrical performances of the following six glazing 42 

systems: semi-transparent photovoltaic glazing (GPV), VG, translucent vacuum insulation panel (GVIP), 43 

semi-transparent PV with VG (VGPV), semi-transparent PV with translucent vacuum insulation panel 44 

(VIPPV) and, for comparison, single glazing (SG). These glazing systems are designed, constructed, and 45 

tested using a hot box calorimeter with and without simulated indoor solar radiation. This research 46 

specifically addresses the knowledge gap regarding the thermal and electrical performances of the TVIP 47 

and fabricated VG samples, with and without the integration of the CdTe STPV sample. Tests using infrared 48 

cameras were designed to compare the center-of-pane U-values, the transient temperature variations of the 49 

inner and outer surfaces of the glazing systems, and the temperature contours. 50 

Further, this work includes the first study on moisture condensation patterns and a comparison of 51 

these patterns with those of single-glazed (SG) windows with semi-transparent PV glazing. Furthermore, a 52 

detailed 3D finite-volume heat transfer model is developed and validated for all the investigated glazings. 53 

The proposed model considers the TVIP core structure design, VG pillars, and edge sealing thermal bridges, 54 

thermal vacuum gas conduction, and surface-to-surface radiation, and it includes these factors in the 55 

calculations. All these heat transfer mechanisms were thermally coupled to include the interactions between 56 

them. The model is validated with the experimental results obtained in this study, and the finite element 57 

model results in the literature for VG. The model is used to estimate U-values for the glazing systems 58 

considered herein, using ASTM boundary conditions for the winter season.  59 

 60 

2. Physical problem 61 

 62 

A schematic diagram of the current study is illustrated in Fig. 1. It represents the thermal and 63 

electrical performances of glazing systems, and it is suitable for both hot-arid and cold-arid climates. Four 64 

distinct designs of energy-efficient glazings are introduced and compared with conventional SG having a 65 

thickness of 2.8 mm. In the first design, a glazed photovoltaic (GPV) is introduced. In this GPV, 80 CdTe 66 

solar cell strings, with dimensions 1.1 mm × 130 mm, are applied on 3.1 mm thick K-glass. The space 67 

between the two CdTe strings is 1 mm. The solar cell strings were electrically connected in parallel using 68 

busbars. The total area of the glass pane is 150 mm × 150 mm, and this includes 10 mm of free space along 69 

all sides. The area not occupied by the CdTe solar cells, or the transparency, represents 50.8% of the total 70 

glass pane area. To protect the CdTe cells, they are embedded in a thin EVA layer with a thickness of 0.6 71 

mm and kept between two glass panes with thicknesses of 3.2 mm. The total thickness of this GPV sample 72 

is 7 mm. This type of GPV sample generates electrical power and decreases solar heat gain. However, the 73 

temperature rise in the cell structure could increase heat transfer through the glazing to the interior of the 74 

building. The VG consists of two low emissive (L-e) coated glass panes having dimensions of 20 mm × 40 75 

mm × 3.1 mm. The two panes are separated by 0.12 mm stainless-steel support pillars arranged in a regular 76 

square pattern and spaced at 25 mm. This results in a total VG sample thickness of 6.32 mm. The panel 77 

edge seal was accomplished with an indium alloy glass edge seal (width 6 mm) at the periphery of the VG 78 

pane. The VGPV is an integration of GPV and VG and offers the advantage of inducing power while 79 

reducing thermal transmittance (U-value). 80 
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 81 

 A new TVIP has also been designed and developed. The design differs from that of the conventional 82 

VIP, which typically uses an aluminum gas barrier envelope. The current TVIP design uses a structured-83 

core mesh with a transparent gas barrier envelope. This made it possible to resolve the complexity of the 84 

edge seal and avoid the consequent construction cost issues usually seen for VGs, typically derived from 85 

the use of an edge seal material such as indium. Additionally, this design also avoids the opaque 86 

characteristics of conventional VIPs. The proposed TVIPs can be attached as fixed curtains for the windows 87 

of existing dwellings by attachment to the existing SGs. The core material is manufactured from a hollow 88 

polycarbonate frame encapsulated in a translucent multilayered polymeric envelope to keep the panel 89 

element semi-transparent. In addition, an L-e (low-emittance) film is used to decrease the inner radiation 90 

exchange. This TVIP is attached to the SG and serves as the reference case for the retrofitting option. The 91 

frame dimensions are designed based on the structure model developed in [34], and the dimensions of the 92 

frame were δ =1 mm, D = 8 mm, and the total TVIP area is 150 mm ×150 mm. Actual images of the glazing 93 

systems investigated herein are shown in the red dashed box of Fig. 1. The dimensions of the transparent 94 

gas barrier envelope used in the TVIP, along with its thermal sealing characteristics, are compared with the 95 

conventional aluminum gas barrier envelope at the bottom of Fig. 1.  96 

 97 

 98 

 99 

 100 

 101 

 102 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the real field application, schematic representation (top to bottom) 103 

of the compared glazing types, real images of the compared glazing types, and characteristics of the TVIP 104 

gas barrier envelope.  105 
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 106 

3. Experimental setups   107 

 108 

Three experimental systems are developed in this study. The first experimental system utilizes an 109 

apparatus for the evacuation of the VG and TVIP systems, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively. 110 

The second experimental system was set up to measure the emissivity of the L-e films using emissometer 111 

and thermal conductivity measurements with a heat flow meter (HFM) apparatus, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and 112 

Fig. 3(b), respectively. The third experimental system was set up to use hot box calorimetry to compare the 113 

thermal performances of the investigated windows, as shown in Fig. 4. The fourth experimental system was 114 

set up for comparing solar radiation effects on electrical power output characteristics. The solar radiation is 115 

modeled with indoor halogen lamps.  116 

 117 

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the evacuation process used for the VG sample. The construction of the VG began 118 

with the cleaning of two L-e glass panes using water and then acetone, and this was followed with oven 119 

drying at 120 ºC. A pump-out hole with 2 mm diameter was drilled for evacuation, and will ultimately be 120 

sealed with an indium sealed glass disk. A 6 mm wide layer of indium was soldered around the periphery 121 

on the coated sides of both glass panes. The support pillars were placed on the lower glass pane using a 122 

vacuum wand. The upper glass layer was then situated atop the other pane. The sample was heated for 2 123 

hours in the oven to join the two panes of glass. Further, steel-reinforced epoxy was placed around the panel 124 

edges to enhance the mechanical stability of the main edge seal. Following that, the sample was placed on 125 

a hot plate to heat the pane during evacuation. The evacuation was performed during the heating process, 126 

using the vacuum system and vacuum cup shown in Fig. 2(a). After reaching the desired pressure of 0.1 Pa, 127 

the pump-out hole was sealed by using a cartridge heater to melt the sealing material fixed inside the 128 

vacuum cup. A well-detailed fabrication process with the full dimensions and the mechanism of the vacuum 129 

cup was presented in the author’s earlier work [18]. 130 

 131 

In contrast, the TVIP is constructed from a structured-core frame, L-e film, glass panes with 3 mm 132 

thickness, and a gas barrier envelope. All of these items were kept inside the oven at 70 ºC for 24 hours to 133 

release outgassing vapor from the structural materials of the VIP. The frame structure and the L-e film were 134 

then put inside a three-sided sealed transparent envelope. Three edges of the envelope were sealed using a 135 

vacuum sealing machine and a thermal sealing width of 8 mm. The gas barrier envelope was then evacuated 136 

with the vacuum sealing machine, as shown in Fig. 2(b), and, after reaching the desired vacuum pressure, 137 

the machine automatically sealed the fourth edge. The TVIP sample was then taken out for further 138 

experiments. The GVIP sample presented in Fig. 1 is constructed by attaching the TVIP sample 139 

manufactured in this section to a 3 mm thick layer of glazing. This attachment technique mimics the 140 

retrofitting option for the transparent facades of existing buildings.      141 

 142 

 143 
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Fig. 2. Detail of the evacuation apparatus involved in the construction of (a) VG sample and (b) TVIP 144 

samples. 145 

 146 

The experimental setups used for evacuation, pump-out hole sealing, and measurement of the 147 

emissivity of the L-e film, as well as that for measurement of thermal conductivity, are illustrated in Fig. 148 

3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. The measurement methods were discussed in [35]. L-e coated glass panes 149 

with an emissivity of 0.18 were used for the construction of the VG. The L-e coated face of the glass pane 150 

was positioned toward the inner vacuum region, while the L-e coated film used in the TVIP was single face 151 

coated. The measured emissivity of the L-e coated side of this film was 0.28.  152 

 153 

An HFM was used to measure the thermal conductivities of the samples. The schematic 154 

representation and an actual image of the HFM apparatus are contained in Fig. 3(b). This experimental 155 

setup allows one to measure the thermal conductivity of a sample with edge widths less than 200 mm. 156 

Initially, the sample is inserted into the HFM apparatus. The temperatures of the hot and cold sides of the 157 

HFM were kept constant at 35.5 ºC and 10.5 ºC, respectively, for all the tested samples. The HFM has two 158 
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heat flux sensors on the hot and cold sides, used to measure the heat fluxes on the two faces of the sample 159 

after the heat flux reaches a nearly constant value (with deviation set to 2%). The thermal conductivity can 160 

be estimated using the flowing relation given in the manufacturer’s datasheet:  161 

𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = (
𝑞ℎ + 𝑞𝑐

2
) ×

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

∆𝑇
                                                                        (1) 162 

where ksample is the pane thermal conductivity in W·m-1 K-1, qh, and qc are heat fluxes (W·m-2) measured 163 

with the two heat flux sensors on the hot and the cold surfaces of the sample, ΔT is the controlled 164 

temperature difference for the sample surfaces. The HFM apparatus has the ability to measure these 165 

parameters by controlling the temperatures of the hot and cold sides of the sample, along with the sample 166 

thickness, with high accuracy.  167 

 168 

 169 

Fig. 3. Experimental components for the measurement of (a) emissivity of the L-e film and (b) thermal 170 

conductivity of the six configurations of glazing systems. 171 
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Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup used for measuring the insulation performance for each glazing 172 

system. The experimental setup consists of a temperature-controlled room, calorimeter, and measuring 173 

devices. The temperature-controlled room has a door with an area of 1.15 m × 0.6 m. This door is fabricated 174 

from 5 cm thick polystyrene foam insulation. A square area with dimensions 15 cm × 15 cm was cut in the 175 

door, and this square area is used to fix the glazing sample. The top of Fig. 4 shows the detailed dimensions 176 

of the temperature-controlled room with the square area used for glazing testing. Six calibrated 177 

thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures at different locations in the apparatus, as shown in 178 

Fig. 4. Two thermocouples at the center of the glazing sample were used to determine the temperature 179 

difference across the glazing system by measuring the temperatures of the inner and outer surfaces. Two 180 

other thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures of the inner and outer surfaces of the insulation 181 

wall, and the final two thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures inside and outside the 182 

calorimeter. Further, a thermal infrared camera was used to measure the temperature contours on the outside 183 

glass pane of the samples. Finally, the relative humidity of the laboratory was measured using a hygrometer. 184 

A photograph of the front surface of the fabricated insulated wall is shown in Fig. 4.   185 

 186 

In this experiment, the IR FLIR thermal camera is fixed at a 1-m distance from the front glazing. 187 

This camera is used to measure the temperature contours on the front surface of the glazing instantaneously, 188 

and the steady-state temperature contour is also captured. The camera is focused to measure the temperature 189 

of a square area with dimensions larger than 20 cm × 20 cm; this area includes a 15 cm × 15 cm area for 190 

the sample, and the remaining area includes the calorimeter door. This allows us to compare the temperature 191 

contours of the sample to those of the foam insulation door. Video and image processing for the recorded 192 

video and the captured thermal images was conducted using the FLIR tool provided with the camera.  193 

 194 

The samples were tested under two different simulated sets of indoor climatic conditions. The first 195 

condition did not include solar irradiation. In this case, the calorimeter inner air temperature was set to 196 

−10 °C, while the temperature outside the calorimeter was set to 25 °C without a solar radiation effect (G 197 

=0 W·m-2). In this condition, the 25 °C temperature mimics the indoor temperature for thermal comfort, 198 

and the −10 ºC temperature models the outdoor weather conditions in a cold region such as in Sapporo, 199 

Hokkaido, Japan (43.0618° N, 141.3545° E). This cold condition was used to explore the phenomenon of 200 

moisture condensation on the windows in the cold zones.  201 

 202 

Another set of simulated climatic conditions was used to measure the electrical characteristics for 203 

the GPV sample, alone and with the integration of VG and the TVIP insulation. In this test, the air 204 

temperature inside the calorimeter was set to 25 °C, mimicking the temperature used for indoor comfort. 205 

The lab was also kept at the same 25 °C temperature while two identical halogen lamps were used, and the 206 

solar irradiation level was increased from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2. The solar radiation meter was located 207 

normal to the light and at a distance equal to the distance between the lamp and the glazing sample. Each 208 

halogen lamp has an aperture measuring 25 cm × 15 cm. One of the halogen lamps was fixed at a distance 209 

of 22 cm from the sample, and the other one was fixed at the same distance from the pyranometer. This 210 
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pyranometer was used to measure the solar radiation. The halogen lamps were connected to a transformer; 211 

this controls the voltage entering the halogen lamps to control the light intensity. A semi-transparent GPV 212 

sample was tested as the base sample, and then this sample was integrated with the VG sample and tested 213 

under the same conditions. Finally, the GPV sample was attached to the TVIP sample to form a new VIPPV 214 

case. Temperatures were measured at different locations on the glazing surfaces, insulation door, and in the 215 

air. In addition to this, the instantaneous open-circuit voltage, steady-state short circuit current, steady-state 216 

I-V characteristics, and the steady-state PV glazing power were measured with different solar irradiation 217 

levels. 218 

 219 

 220 

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for the thermal performance analysis of the glazing systems using a hot box 221 

calorimeter (top), and the front door of the calorimeter (bottom). 222 

 223 
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3.1 Experimental procedures  224 

 225 

The L-e coated film emissivity was first measured using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3(a). 226 

The VG and the TVIP samples were then designed and constructed using the setups illustrated in Fig. 2(a) 227 

and Fig. 2(b), respectively. The thermal conductivities of the samples (described in Fig. 1) and the 228 

polystyrene foam insulated calorimeter door were then measured using the HFM apparatus shown in Fig. 229 

3(b). After a series of experiments, it is suggested that a negligible airgap must be considered when 230 

measuring the thermal conductivity of the SG and GPV systems. This is because the thermal conductivity 231 

of these samples falls outside of the measuring range of the HFM apparatus (0.005 to 0.8 W·m-1 K-1). 232 

Therefore, to remedy this, the thermal conductivities of the SG and GPV samples were measured by 233 

attaching these samples to a 5 cm width polystyrene foam insulation material. By measuring the thermal 234 

conductivity of the 5 cm polystyrene foam with and without the SG or GPV samples, the thermal resistances 235 

can be obtained. Hence, the thermal conductivities of the SG and GPV samples can be obtained with 236 

knowledge of their thicknesses.   237 

 238 

The experimental procedures for the setup illustrated in Fig. 4 were begun by adjusting the indoor 239 

temperature of the calorimeter and the laboratory room. Then the temperatures at the six locations and the 240 

temperature contours were instantaneously measured with the infrared camera and recorded until steady-241 

state conditions were reached. The steady-state condition in this experiment is defined as the condition at 242 

which the variations in the temperatures across the samples reach a nearly constant value with a maximum 243 

temperature fluctuation of approximately ±2 ºC. This fluctuation is influenced by the calorimeter’s on/off 244 

controller.  245 

  246 

4. Theoretical Modeling Methodology 247 

 248 

The main purpose of theoretical modeling is to estimate and validate the U-value of the proposed 249 

glazing systems under the standard ASTM boundary conditions for the winter season. The current section 250 

presents a detailed discussion of the new modeling method for the VG and TVIP samples, which uses the 251 

surface-to-surface radiation model built into the ANSYS Fluent commercial software [36]. For VG and 252 

TVIP samples, the heat transfer in the vacuum glazing can occur via four mechanisms. The first is radiation 253 

heat exchange between the cold and hot sides of the vacuum region through the vacuum space. The second 254 

and third modes are the heat conduction through the skeleton of the core structure of TVIP, the support 255 

pillars, and the edge seal of the VG. To improve insulation performance, the exchanges occurring via all 256 

these mechanisms must be decreased. With a low-pressure vacuum, the mean-free path between the gas 257 

molecules is at least 100 times greater than the vacuum gap size, so gas convection can be disregarded in 258 

the calculations [37,38]. The 3D heat conduction equations for all the solid regions were coupled with the 259 

surface-to-surface (S2S) radiation model. The S2S model accounts for the radiation heat exchange in the 260 

vacuum region. This model is sensitive to the emissivity of the faces in contact with the vacuum region and 261 

the view factor. The view factors for all of the surfaces supporting the radiation transfer are calculated based 262 
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on the detailed geometry dimensions. The current model adopts the following assumptions:  263 

 264 

a) The heat transfer between the two glass panes in a vacuum enclosure occurs by radiation between 265 

the internal glass surfaces and conduction through the support pillars or the inner frame structure and 266 

the edge spacer. The gas conduction effect can be neglected if the internal pressure is less than 0.1 267 

Pa [20]. In this work, the gas thermal conductivity is considered as a function of the pressure, as 268 

shown in Eq. (3). However, any residual gas in the cavity will also contribute to heat transfer between 269 

the glass panes by gas convection if the pressure is above 10 kPa [37]. The pressure of the fabricated 270 

samples was less than 10 kPa. Therefore, the flow continuity and momentum equations were 271 

deactivated; i.e., there was assumed to be no gas convection, while the gas conduction is considered 272 

as a function of the internal sample pressure in Eq. (3) [19, 37–40]. 273 

b) The thickness of the L-e films and the coatings were not considered in conductive heat transfer due 274 

to the small width. However, the emissivity of the coatings is considered in radiation exchange and 275 

is a dominant factor.   276 

c) The heat conduction through the very thin polymeric envelope used in the TVIP sample, with a 277 

thickness of 164 μm (as seen in the bottom of Fig. 1), is neglected.  278 

d) The thermal contact resistances between layers in the glazing structure were not considered.  279 

e) The thermal conductivities of materials were assumed to be isotropic. 280 

f) The thermal conductivity of the vacuum region is a function of the vacuum pressure, the average 281 

temperature of the vacuum region, and the pore size [41], as: 282 

𝑘𝑣 =
𝑘𝑜

1 +
(1.07 × 10−7)𝑇

𝑙𝑣𝑃

                                                         (3) 283 

where T is the gas temperature in K, lv is the vacuum layer thickness in m (these are 0.00012 m and 0.003 284 

m for the VG and TVIP systems, respectively), and P is the gas pressure in Pa. In addition, ko is the air 285 

thermal conductivity at room temperature and pressure, which is approximately 0.026 W·m-1 K-1. 286 

 287 

For steady-state and 3D heat conduction with a radiation source, ANSYS FLUENT was used to solve 288 

the energy equation as follows [36]:  289 

∇. (𝑘 ∇𝑇) + 𝑆 = 0                                                                            (2) 290 

where T is the element temperature, k is the element thermal conductivity, and S is a source term. This last 291 

term is added to consider the effect of radiation exchange in vacuum space [36]. In ANSYS, the interfaces 292 

between every pair of different layers are thermally coupled. The S2S model governing equations and 293 

limitations can be found in the ANSYS theory guide [36], and details were discussed in the author’s 294 

previous work [35].  295 

 296 

The computational domain simulated in this study is depicted in Fig. 5. In addition, the thermal 297 

conductivity of each layer in the proposed glazing structures is provided in Table 1.  298 
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Fig. 5. Axonometric illustration showing the computational domain for: (a) SG, (b) GPV, (c) VG, (d) 299 

VGPV, (e) GVIP and (f) VIPPV glazing systems.  300 

 301 
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Table 2. Thermal conductivities of the layers used in the simulation.  302 

Glazing type Material Thermal conductivity  [Ref.] 

SG Glass pane  0.85 W·m-1 K-1 Measured 

GPV 

Glass pane  0.85 W·m-1 K-1 Measured 

CdTe  7.5 W·m-1 K-1 [42] 

EVA  0.311 W·m-1 K-1 [43] 

VG  

3 mm coated glass pane 0.85 W·m-1 K-1 Measured 

Pillars 20 W·m-1 K-1 [20] 

Indium sealing  83.7 W·m-1 K-1 [20] 

GVIP  
3 mm glass pane 0.85 W·m-1 K-1 Measured 

Frame structure 0.2 W·m-1 K-1 [35] 

 303 

4.1 Boundary conditions  304 

ASTM standards for winter conditions were used in the simulations [20]. In this case, the indoor and 305 

outdoor air temperatures are 21.1 °C and −17.8 °C, respectively [18]. The convective heat transfer 306 

coefficients on the inside and the outside surfaces of the glazing samples were set to 8.3 and 30 W·m-2 K-1, 307 

respectively. To include the effect of the L-e coating, the emissivity of the interior glass walls in contact 308 

with the vacuum region was defined as 0.18 for VG on both sides of the glass panes and 0.28 for one side 309 

of the TVIP (only one sheet of L-e film was used, on the hot side of the TVIP). 310 

Further, the peripheral sides of the glazing were presumed to be adiabatic because of the small 311 

thickness of the panes compared to their surface area. Furthermore, thermally coupled boundary conditions 312 

were applied at all interfaces. In this case, the temperatures on these interfaces and the heat transfer rates 313 

are the same. A mesh independent test was performed to confirm that the results are independent of the 314 

number of elements. The number of elements used for the simulation changed according to the 315 

computational domain size. A total number of elements of 139876, 979132, 2,964263, 1433729, and 316 

1038336 were used for the SG, GPV, VG, VGPV, and GVIP samples, respectively.   317 

 318 

4.2 Numerical methods  319 

 320 

The heat flow equations, including those for continuity, momenta, and energy equations, were 321 

implemented in Fluent. However, in the current study, the flow equations were deactivated because the 322 

effects of gas convection are neglected [16,44]. The energy equations for radiation of the solid regions and 323 

the vacuum regions were solved simultaneously. The radiosity estimation is achieved based on the estimated 324 

view factors. The process was continued until the residuals in the radiosity and the energy equation reached 325 

10-6 and 10-13, respectively.  326 

 327 

4.3  Model validation  328 

The current model was validated using two sets of data. First, the predicted temperature differences 329 

across the samples were compared with the experimental temperature differences measured with the setup 330 

in Fig. 4. Knowing the experimental temperature difference across the sample, the measured thermal 331 

conductivity of the samples, and the air temperatures inside and outside the calorimeter, the heat flux 332 

through the sample and the inner and outer convection heat transfer coefficients were estimated from the 333 
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following equations:  334 

𝑞′′ = 𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 ×
(𝑇𝑔,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛)

𝛿𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
                                                         (4) 335 

ℎ∞,𝑖𝑛 =
𝑞′′

(𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛)
                                                                      (5) 336 

ℎ∞,𝑜 =
𝑞′′

(𝑇∞,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 )
                                                                       (6) 337 

 338 

where 𝑞′′, ℎ∞,𝑖𝑛, ℎ∞,𝑜, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛, and 𝑇∞,𝑜 are the transmitted heat flux (W·m-2), convection heat 339 

transfer coefficients inside and outside the calorimeter (W·m-2 K-1), inside and outside glazing surface 340 

temperatures (ºC), and the air temperatures inside and outside the calorimeter (ºC ), respectively. These 341 

parameters were measured with experiments involving steady-state conditions and used as boundary 342 

conditions for the numerical model, and the parameters are displayed in Table 2. To validate the numerical 343 

model, the model was simulated with convection boundary conditions for the inner and outer sides of ℎ∞,𝑖𝑛 344 

and ℎ∞,𝑜  with the corresponding free stream temperatures 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛  and 𝑇∞,𝑜,  respectively. In the validation 345 

step, the vacuum pressures in the VG and TVIP samples were 0.1 and 1 Pa, respectively.  346 

 347 

Table 3. Steady-state experimental parameters used in the validation step (the shaded columns were used 348 

in place of ASTM parameters as boundary conditions for the validation step). 349 

Sample 
𝑻𝒈,𝒊𝒏 

(ºC) 

𝑻𝒈,𝒐 

(ºC) 

𝑻∞,𝒊𝒏 

(ºC) 

𝑻∞,𝒐 

(ºC) 

𝒌𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒆 

(W·m-1 K-1) 

𝜹𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒆 

(mm) 

𝒒′′ 

(W·m-2) 

𝒉∞,𝒊𝒏 

(W·m-2 K-1) 

𝒉∞,𝒐 

(W·m-2 K-1) 

SG 5.48 7.88 -8.65 26.40 0.85 2.8 711.5 50.3 38.4 

GPV 3.60 7.19 -8.27 25.72 0.337 7.0 172.48 14.5 9.3 

VG -6.99 21.29 -9.08 25.46 0.008 6.4 37.63 18.0 9.0 

VGPV -6.29 20.76 -8.81 25.52 0.018 13.4 36.56 14.5 7.7 

GVIP -2.76 17.01 -9.55 25.87 0.026 6.5 79.37 11.7 9.0 

 350 

Fig. 6 compares the simulation results with the experimental steady-state results for the heat flux at 351 

the center of the glazing systems. It is evident that the model accurately predicts the thermal transmittance 352 

performance of the examined glazing systems with a maximum relative error in the heat flux of 8.5% for 353 

the VGPV sample. This error may have arisen from neglecting the contact resistance resulting from 354 

attaching the GPV sample to the VG system.    355 

 356 

 357 

 358 

 359 

 360 

 361 

 362 
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 363 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the predicted sample center heat flux with the measured value for the indicated 364 

samples. 365 

 366 

To validate further the current numerical model, the predicted results for the VG sample were compared to 367 

the results of Fang et al. [20]. They used a finite element model to estimate the U-value and temperature 368 

distributions over the cold and hot sides of a VG panel with dimensions 40 cm × 40 cm. The VG in Fang 369 

et al. [20] is similar to that used in the current work, with stainless steel pillars having a diameter of 0.3 mm 370 

and a height of 0.12 mm. Two L-e coated glass panes with 4 mm thickness and emissivity of 0.18 are used. 371 

The VG sample was also sealed with indium edge sealing material. In this section only, a quarter of the VG 372 

sample is simulated to save computational time, following Fang et al. [20]. Furthermore, the temperature 373 

distributions on the cold and the hot sides of the VG are compared with [20]. The comparisons were 374 

discussed in the author’s earlier work [45], and they showed excellent agreement.  375 

 376 

 377 

5. Results and discussion  378 

 379 

This section is divided into three main subsections. Section 5.1 describes the experimental results for 380 

the thermal insulation tests of the proposed glazing systems (without solar radiation). Section 5.2 presents 381 

results for the electrical and thermal performances of the proposed glazing systems with simulated indoor 382 

solar radiation levels ranging from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2. Section 5.3 presents a numerical comparison 383 
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of the insulation performances for the proposed glazing systems operating under ASTM boundary 384 

conditions.  385 

  386 

5.1. Thermal performances without solar radiation  387 

 388 

The experimental transient and steady-state thermal performances of the proposed glazing systems 389 

are presented below. To mimic the outdoor cold conditions, the air temperature inside the calorimeter was 390 

set to −10 ºC, and, to represent the indoor environment of the room, the air temperature in the lab was set 391 

to 25 ºC using the air conditioning system. The instantaneous air temperature inside the calorimeter 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛 392 

the air temperature outside the calorimeter 𝑇∞,𝑜  the glazing temperature on the inside and the outside 393 

surfaces, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 respectively, and the temperatures of the foam insulated door on the inside and the 394 

outside surfaces, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛  and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑜,  were measured. Additionally, the very low inner calorimeter 395 

temperature led to moisture condensation on the outside surface of the glazing. This degrades the 396 

transparency and causes cracking of wooden window frames. Therefore, the moisture condensation pattern 397 

is compared to these glazing systems, as is the thermal imaging pattern.    398 

 399 

5.1.1 Transient thermal analysis    400 

 401 

Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous variations in 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇∞,𝑜, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑜, along with the 402 

moisture condensation patterns. All of these temperatures started at approximately the lab temperature (25 403 

ºC) and decreased with time, and this decrease was caused by the operation of the calorimeter. Fig. 7(a) 404 

displays the variations of these temperatures for the SG. The temperature 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛 is seen to decreases with 405 

time until it reaches −10 ºC and fluctuations commence. This is caused by the on/off controller of the 406 

calorimeter. This fluctuation also influences the measured 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛, which exhibits the same pattern. This 407 

temperature fluctuation also influences the inner and outer glass temperatures, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑜. For the SG 408 

sample, it is evident that the temperature difference across the sample at steady state is only approximately 409 

2.3 ºC; this means that, for the SG sample with a thermal conductivity of 0.85 W·m-1 K-1 and thickness of 410 

2.8 mm, the total heat flux is approximately 711 W·m-2. In addition, the measured values for both 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and 411 

𝑇𝑔,𝑜  are lower than the dew point temperature of the air in the lab at 𝑇∞,𝑜 . This causes more moisture 412 

condensation over the outer surface of the pane, and this decreases visibility through the glazing. Although 413 

both 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 were smaller, no moisture condensation was observed on the surface with a temperature 414 

𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛. This is because the inner air temperature 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛 decreases the dew point of the air inside the calorimeter. 415 

Further, the temperature difference across the foam insulated wall is approximately 30.7 ºC, resulting in a 416 

smaller heat flux loss of 25.7 W·m-2 (from 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛 to 𝑇∞,𝑜) through the 5 cm wall. Therefore, the heat flux 417 

through the SG is approximately 27 times the heat loss through the foam wall.  418 

 419 

Fig. 7(b) shows the results obtained with the GPV sample, using the same temperatures and testing 420 

conditions as above. It is noticed that a similar trend was exhibited, except for a more significant 421 

temperature difference across the glazing sample. This is because the total thermal conductivity of this 422 
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sample is 0.3 W·m-1 K-1, with a total thickness of 6.3 mm. This smaller value for thermal conductivity, 423 

together with a larger thickness, increases the glazing thermal resistance. Therefore, the heat flux transfer 424 

through this sample is only 172.8 W·m-2, while it remains constant for the foam wall. Also, it is observed 425 

that the outer temperature of the GPV sample, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, is still less than the laboratory dew point temperature. 426 

Therefore, moisture condensation occurs, as seen in the right-hand side of Fig. 7(b). 427 

 428 

Fig. 7(c) shows the results from testing of the VG sample. The temperature difference across the 429 

glazing became very large, reaching approximately 28.8 ºC. This is due to a significantly smaller steady-430 

state heat flux transfer through the glazing, 37.6 W·m-2, which is only 1.5 times higher than the heat transfer 431 

flux through the foam insulation wall. The measured 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 is slightly affected by the temperature fluctuation 432 

inside the calorimeter. Furthermore, the outside surface temperature of the pane, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, rises above the dew 433 

point temperature of the laboratory air. This prevents moisture condensation on the surfaces of the glazing 434 

system.  435 

 436 

To consider the further enhancement of the insulation performance and electrical power generation 437 

by the glazing, the VGPV sample was tested, and the results are presented in Fig. 7(d). Trends similar to 438 

those for the VG sample were observed, with a significant temperature difference across the sample (27 ºC) 439 

and a glazing heat flux of 36 W·m-2 with a sample thickness of 13.3 mm. Moisture condensation was not 440 

observed. Fig. 7(e) shows the measured temperatures for the GVIP sample. In this sample, the TVIP was 441 

fabricated with a vacuum pressure of 0.25 Pa and attached to a 2.8 mm thick glass layer. It is found that the 442 

temperature difference across the two sides of the window is approximately 19.7 ºC. This results in a steady-443 

state heat flux of 79.3 W·m-2, which is roughly 3 times higher than is the heat flux through the foam wall. 444 

In addition, slight condensation is observed on the surface of the glazing. In comparison, moisture 445 

condensation starts after 20 min, 25 min, and 45 min for the SG, GPV, and VIPG glazing systems, 446 

respectively. From visual inspection, it is clear that the highest condensation rate occurs with SG, followed 447 

by GPV, and then the GVIP sample.        448 

 449 
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 453 

 454 

Fig. 7. Transient variations of measured temperatures with condensation pattern for (a) SG, (b) GPV, (c) 455 

VG, (d) VGPV, and (e) GVIP glazing systems.  456 

 457 

5.1.2 Steady-state thermal analysis   458 

 459 

Fig. 8 shows the measured temperature contours for the proposed glazing systems on the outside 460 

surfaces, with temperature 𝑇𝑔,𝑜. The instantaneous temperature contour is recorded with the thermal camera 461 

operating at the rate of 15 frames/s. The steady temperature contour is extracted from the recorded video 462 

for 250 min of the experiment for all the proposed glazing systems. The contours displayed in Fig. 8 are for 463 

an area beginning 2.5 cm from the insulation wall on all sides. The purpose of this experiment is to clarify 464 

the insulation performance of the glazing systems as compared with that of the 5 cm thick opaque insulation 465 

wall. Therefore, the temperature contours in this section cover an area of 20 cm × 20 cm, and the glazing 466 

system coordinates start at 0 ≤ x ≤ 15 cm and 0 ≤ y ≤ 15 cm.  467 
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Temperature contours were recorded and processed using FLIR software provided with the IR 468 

thermal camera. Further, two lines A-a and B-a were drawn at the mid-height and mid-width points of the 469 

images. The temperature distributions along these two lines were extracted from the thermal images using 470 

the FLIR tool and are compared for all cases on the right-hand sides of Fig. 8.  471 

 472 

Experimental steady-state temperature contours Local temperatures at lines (A-a) and (B-b) 
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Fig. 8. Measured temperature contours (left) and temperature distributions over the lines A-a and B-b 473 

(right) for the samples (a) SG, (b) GPV, (c) VG, (d) VGPV, and (e) GVIP. 474 

 475 

 476 
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From Fig. 8, it is clear that the minimum temperature is typically located in the glazing region. This 477 

means that the insulation capability of the glazing is less than that of the 5 cm insulation wall. However, 478 

the minimum temperature contours were measured for SG, followed by GPV, and then GVIP. To analyze 479 

Fig. 8(a), the local temperatures at the insulated wall are approximately 25 ºC at points x = -2.5 cm and x = 480 

20 cm, while the minimum glazing temperature, approximately 5 ºC, is achieved at the center of the glazing 481 

area.  482 

 483 

Fig. 8 shows that, on line, A-a, the point A is located at x = -2.5 cm and y = 10 cm while point a is 484 

located at x = 20 cm and y=10 cm. The temperature distribution along the line A-a varies with distance, 485 

achieving minimum temperatures at the mid-width point and higher temperatures at the ends. The 486 

temperatures at points A and a are nearly constant, approximately 25 ºC, for all the cases, while the 487 

temperature in the middle of the glazing system changes for every case. For instance, the temperatures at 488 

the center of the glazing system (x = 7.5 cm and y =7.5 cm) on line A-a are approximately 5 ºC, 5.2 ºC, 22.5 489 

ºC, 17.5 ºC, and 15 ºC for the SG, GPV, VG, VGPV, and VIPG cases, respectively.  490 

 491 

Furthermore, on line B-b the point B is located at x = 10 cm and y = -2.5 cm, while point b is located 492 

at x = 10 cm and y=20 cm. The temperature distribution along line B-b varies with distance, achieving 493 

minimum temperatures at the mid-width point and higher temperatures at the ends. However, the 494 

temperatures at points B and b are not identical, especially in the cases exhibiting moisture condensation. 495 

This is because the moisture condensation in the SG (Fig. 7(a)) and GPV (Fig. 7(b)) samples decreases the 496 

temperature at point B compared to that at point b. This is not observed in the GVIP case, because the 497 

condensation rate is high enough to allow moisture to form on the insulated wall at point B.   498 

                    499 

5.2 Thermal and electrical performance with different solar radiation levels 500 

 501 

In this section, the thermal and electrical performances of semi-transparent photovoltaic glazing 502 

systems are investigated, and the effects of solar radiation are considered in the results. Temperatures 503 

change as a result of the absorption of solar radiation in the glazing layers. The transient conditions are 504 

discussed in section 5.2.1, and then the steady-state results are compared in section 5.2.2.   505 

  506 

5.2.1. Transient thermal and electrical analysis 507 

 508 

Figs. 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c) show the variations in 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇∞,𝑜, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑜 as a function 509 

of the illumination times for GPV, VGPV, and VIPPV glazing systems, respectively, with a solar radiation 510 

level of 1000 W·m-2. Generally, all temperatures increase with increasing illumination time. The highest 511 

value is measured for the front glass surface temperature, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, and this temperature varies significantly for 512 

the different glazing systems. For instance, the measured temperatures (𝑇𝑔,𝑜) are approximately 58 ºC, 83 513 

ºC, and 78 ºC for GPV, VGPV, and VIPPV glazing systems, respectively. This results because a fraction of 514 

the solar radiation absorbed in the CdTe solar cell is converted to heat. The heat loss from the backside of 515 
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the solar cell was due to the large thermal resistance caused by the use of VG and VIP with the PV glazing 516 

systems. This causes a high cell operating temperature, during the steady-state temperatures, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, were 517 

approximately 50 ºC, 30 ºC, and 41 ºC for these systems, respectively. The steady state temperature 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 518 

was reached after illumination periods of 35 min, 75 min, and 50 min for the GPV, VGPV, and VIPPV 519 

systems, respectively. The maximum temperature difference across the glazing systems was measured for 520 

the VGPV sample, followed by the VIPPV sample, and then the GPV sample. Finally, the measured values 521 

for 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇∞,𝑜, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑜 were nearly identical for these glazing systems.  522 

 523 

 524 
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 525 

 526 

Fig. 9. Instantaneous variations in the measured temperatures 𝑇∞,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇∞,𝑜, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑜 as a 527 

function of illumination time for (a) GPV, (b) VGPV, and (c) VIP-PV samples. 528 

 529 

The instantaneous temperature differences across the samples and the measured open-circuit voltages 530 

are compared in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The temperature difference across the sample is defined 531 

as the differences between the measured 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛. It is evident that the highest temperature difference 532 

is measured for the VGPV sample, followed by the VIPPV sample, and then the GPV sample, with 533 
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maximum steady-state temperature differences of approximately 55 ºC, 32.5 ºC, and 5 ºC, respectively. 534 

  535 

With identical solar radiation levels, increasing the solar cell temperature significantly decreases the 536 

open-circuit voltage, and the short circuit current is only slightly affected [13,46]. Fig. 10(b) displays the 537 

variations in open circuit voltages versus illumination time with a solar radiation level of 1000 W·m-2. The 538 

measured open-circuit voltage, Voc, decreases with illumination time. This is because of the increase in 539 

solar cell temperature seen with longer illumination times. After 200 min illumination time, the Voc 540 

decreases from 9.75 V to 8.8 V for the GPV sample, from 10 V to 8.3 V for the VIPPV sample, and from 541 

9.75 V to 7.7 V for the VGPV sample. The maximum decrease in the Voc is observed for the VGPV sample, 542 

because of the high thermal insulation of the VG. The decrease in Voc for samples using VGPV glazing 543 

instead of the conventional GPV sample is 12.5% (with a solar radiation level of 1000 W·m-2), while the 544 

heat flux transfer through the VGPV sample was 80 % less than that seen with the GPV sample (as discussed 545 

in section 5.1.1).  546 

 547 

Fig. 10. Instantaneous comparison of (a) temperature difference across the samples and (b) measured 548 

open-circuit voltages of the samples with a solar radiation level of 1000 W·m-2.  549 

 550 

5.2.2. Steady-state thermal and electrical analysis  551 

 552 

The steady-state thermal and electrical performances of PV-based semi-transparent glazings were 553 

studied with levels of simulated solar radiation ranging from 200 to 1000 W·m-2. The steady-state 554 

temperatures of the sides of the glazing systems, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑜, and the steady state temperature difference 555 

across them, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 - 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 , are presented in Fig. 8. The measured open circuit voltages and short circuit 556 

currents with different solar radiation levels are presented in Fig. 9. The measured 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 and 𝑇𝑔,𝑜- 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 557 

with different simulated solar radiation levels are depicted in Figs. 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c), respectively.  558 

 559 

The measured 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 increases linearly with increasing solar radiation level for all semi-transparent PV 560 
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glazing systems, as seen in Fig. 11(a). This results from an increase in the solar energy absorbed in the 561 

glazing layers, especially for the solar cell wafers, causing higher temperatures. For instance, increasing 562 

the solar radiation from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2 increases the temperatures of the front glazing surfaces, 563 

𝑇𝑔,𝑜, from 32 ºC to 58 ºC, 38 ºC to 78 ºC, and 41 ºC to 87 ºC, for the GPV, VIPPV, and VGPV samples, 564 

respectively. In addition, the slope of the line for 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 versus solar radiation level is higher for the vacuum 565 

PV samples, relative to that for the standard GPV sample.  566 

 567 

The air temperature inside the calorimeter is considered to be the indoor comfort temperature. This 568 

means that the preferred values of 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 are those closer to 25 °C. The measured temperatures 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 for the 569 

tested samples are illustrated in Fig. 11(b). The maximum 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 values observed over the entire range of 570 

simulated solar radiation levels were those for the standard GPV sample, followed by those for the VIPPV 571 

sample, and then by those for the VGPV sample. Additionally, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 increases with an increase in solar 572 

radiation level. Furthermore, increasing the solar radiation level from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2 led to 573 

increases in the measured 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 from 31 ºC to 51 ºC, 30 ºC to 43 ºC, and 25.2 ºC to 30.5 ºC for the GPV, 574 

VIPPV, and VGPV samples, respectively. This indicates that using the VGPV sample results in a very low 575 

𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛, closer to that of the typical indoor environment (even at higher solar radiation levels). The maximum 576 

differences between 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛  and the indoor setting temperature were around 0.2 ºC and 5.5 ºC for solar 577 

radiation levels of 200 W·m-2 and 1000 W·m-2, respectively. Finally, the results in Fig. 12(c) show that the 578 

difference (𝑇𝑔,𝑜- 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛) for the GPV sample increases slightly with solar radiation. This is because of the 579 

high thermal conductivity of the GPV sample, which allows heat exchange from both the front and backside 580 

of the sample, while, in the VGPV and VIPPV samples, the value of the difference (𝑇𝑔,𝑜- 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛) increases 581 

significantly with increasing solar radiation level.  582 

 583 
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 584 

 585 

Fig. 11. Influence of simulated solar radiation on the measured (a) 𝑇𝑔,𝑜 (b) 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 and (c) (𝑇𝑔,𝑜 − 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛) for 586 

the investigated semi-transparent photovoltaic-based glazing systems.  587 

 588 

Fig. 12 shows the electrical performance parameters for the PV-based glazing systems. The results 589 

in this figure are displayed in a dimensionless form by comparing them with results for the GPV reference 590 

case. For instance, the measured open-circuit voltage and short circuit current for each case is divided by 591 

the measured open-circuit voltage and short circuit current for the GPV system, all measured with a solar 592 

radiation level of 1000 W·m-2. These ratios are illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), respectively. 593 

Furthermore, the fill factors for the samples are also compared in Fig 13(d). The mathematical expressions 594 

for these ratios and the fill factor can be written as follows: 595 

𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝐺𝑃𝑉 𝑎𝑡 1000𝑊𝑚−2
                             (5)     596 

𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝐺𝑃𝑉 𝑎𝑡 1000𝑊𝑚−2
                               (6)     597 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,   𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

𝐼𝑠𝑐 × 𝑉𝑜𝑐 
                                                    (7)   598 

Fig. 12(a) shows the variation of 𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 as a function of the solar radiation levels for the proposed 599 

glazing systems, and it is evident that 𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 increases with increasing solar radiation levels. In addition, 600 

𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 for the GPV sample is the highest among those tested. This is because, for the VGPV and VIPPV 601 

samples, an increase in the solar cell temperature results in a decrease in the open-circuit voltage. Increasing 602 

the solar radiation level by a factor of five, from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2, results in increases in the 603 
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𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 values of 15%, 12%, and 10 % for the GPV, VGPV, and VIPPV samples, respectively. This shows 604 

that the change in solar radiation level has only a small impact on the semi-transparent PV glazing, as is 605 

commonly known from the IV characteristics of PV solar cells [47].  606 

 607 

Fig. 12(b) shows the variation of 𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜  as a function of solar radiation levels for the semi-608 

transparent PV samples. It is evident that increasing the illumination intensity causes a proportional increase 609 

in the short circuit current ratio, 𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜, as is also predicted in [48]. This is because increases in the solar 610 

radiation level also increase the total energy gained from photon absorption by the solar cell. For example, 611 

increasing the illumination level for the GPV sample from 200 W·m-2 to 1000 W·m-2 increases the 𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 612 

to approximately 95%. Further, the VGPV and VIPPV samples exhibited slightly higher 𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 values, 613 

relative to the GPV sample at the same solar radiation level, because an increase in solar cell temperature 614 

slightly increases the short circuit current [47]. Finally, the fill factor (FF) decreases slightly with an 615 

increase in the solar radiation level for all of the samples, as displayed in Fig. 8(c); this is in agreement with 616 

the results presented in [49]. The highest FF is realized for the GPV sample, and this is because, at the same 617 

solar radiation level, the short circuit current is almost the same as that shown in Fig. 8(b). However, the 618 

use of the VG and VIP systems attached to the GPV sample increases the temperatures. This results in a 619 

decrease in cell output voltage, causing a decrease in the maximum power and consequent decrease in the 620 

FF [13]. 621 

 622 

 623 
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   624 

 625 

Fig. 12. Steady-state variation of (a) 𝑉𝑜𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜, (b) 𝐼𝑠𝑐,   𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜, and (c) FF with the indicated simulated solar 626 

radiation levels for the semi-transparent photovoltaic-based glazing systems.  627 

 628 

5.3. Comparison at ASTM boundary conditions  629 

 630 

The U-values for the proposed glazing systems were computationally estimated using the developed 631 

numerical model and ASTM boundary conditions. This is important because the cold ASTM conditions 632 

cannot be established with the existing calorimeter, which has a minimum attainable air temperature of −10 633 

ºC. Further, even with the lab air conditioner and calorimeter, the inner air temperature and lab air 634 

temperature still fluctuate by ±1 ºC and ± 3 ºC, respectively, because of the operation of the controller. 635 

Therefore, all the relevant parameters were fixed to ensure a meaningful comparison. The success of this 636 

can be confirmed with the modeling approach. 637 

 638 

Fig. 13 illustrates the comparison of the predicted contours on the hot side of the glazing systems 639 

using the Finite Volume Model (FVM). The hot side panel is selected because it is oriented toward the 640 

indoor environment. It was found that the lowest hot side temperature was exhibited by the SG sample, 641 
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with hot side temperature approximately -8.5 ºC; this was followed by the GPV sample with hot side 642 

average temperature of approximately -7.4 ºC, as shown in Fig. 13(a). The VG, VGPV, GVIP, and VIPPV 643 

samples exhibited higher average hot side temperatures of approximately 6.8 ºC, 7.1 ºC, 12.4 ºC, and 12.5 644 

ºC, respectively, as shown by the temperature distributions in Figs. 13(b), 13(c), 13(d), and 13(e). The 645 

highest temperatures are located at the vacuum regions, and the lowest temperatures occur at the edge 646 

sealing and pillars in VG and VGPV samples, and in the frame structure in the GVIP and VIP PV samples. 647 

This is because of the thermal bridge effect operating through these highly conductive regions.   648 

 649 

Further, the temperatures along two lines on the hot and cold sides of the glazing systems are 650 

displayed in Fig. 14 for all proposed glazing systems and these data are compared with those for the SG 651 

sample. Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) show that the temperature does not vary with distance in the SG and GPV 652 

cases. The higher temperature difference occurs with the GPV sample because it has a thicker structure, 653 

and the CdTe layer and two EVA layers have low thermal conductivity. 654 

 655 

Figs. 14(c) and 14(d) compare the temperature distributions along the two lines for the VG and VGPV 656 

samples, respectively. The hot side temperature is nearly the same for both samples. However, the pillars 657 

in the VGPV sample diminished the impact of the cold wall, and this led to a smoother temperature 658 

distribution. Additionally, the cold side temperature of the VGPV sample became lower than that of the VG 659 

sample. This illustrates the better thermal insulation seen for the VGPV sample. The temperature 660 

differences near the edges of the VG and VGPV samples are higher than are the temperature differences at 661 

the center of the pane. This is attributed to the thermal bridge operating through the edge seal [50].  662 

 663 

Figs. 14(e) and 14(f) compare the temperatures along the same lines for GVIP and VIPPV samples, 664 

respectively. The same trends were observed, with a higher temperature difference for the VIPPV sample. 665 

For the hot side temperature in both cases, the temperatures at the frame are much lower than are those near 666 

the vacuum region, because the thermal conductivity of the frame is higher than is that of the vacuum region.     667 

 668 

 669 

 670 

 671 

 672 

 673 

 674 

 675 

 676 

 677 

 678 

 679 

 680 
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(a) GPV sample (b) VG sample 

  
 

(c)VGPV Sample 

 

(d) GVIP Sample 

  
 

(e) VIPPV sample 

 

Fig. 13. Variations in hot side temperature contours (ºC) for the proposed glazing systems with ASTM 681 

winter boundary conditions.  682 

 683 
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  687 

(a) SG Sample (b) GPV Sample 

  
 

(c) VG Sample 

 

(d) VGPV Sample 

  
 

(e) GVIP Sample 

 

(f) VIPPV Sample  

 
 

Fig. 14. Local temperature distributions along two lines located on the cold and hot sides at the mid-688 

height points of the (a) SG, (b) GPV, (c) VG, (d) VGPV, (e) GVIP, and (f) VIPPV samples.   689 

 690 

The total thermal conductance occurring between the two glass sheets of the VG sample can be written as 691 

follows [51]: 692 

𝐶𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,   𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒−𝑜𝑓−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐶𝑔−𝑔,   𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝐶𝑔−𝑔,   𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝐶𝑔−𝑔,   𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠        (8) 693 

Using the derivation presented in [51], the thermal conductance between the two glazing sheets, not 694 

including the edge seal, can be written as:  695 

𝐶𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,   𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒−𝑜𝑓−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 0.8𝑃 + 4휀𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝜎 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,   𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
3 + 2𝑘𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎/𝑠2       (9) 696 

 697 

where P is the internal vacuum pressure in Pa, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67×10-8 W·m-2 k-4), 698 

Taveragre is the average of the temperatures for the hot and the cold sides of the glass panes in Kelvin, kglass 699 
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is the glass thermal conductivity (W·m-1 k-1), a is the pillar diameter in m, and S is the pillar spacing in m. 700 

In this study, the values of a and S were 0.4 mm and 2.5 mmm, respectively, and εeffective is the effective 701 

emissivity of the two glass panes and is calculated as follows [20]: 702 

1

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
=

1

𝜀ℎ
+

1

𝜀𝑐
− 1                                      (10) 703 

where εh and εc are the emissivity of the hot and the cold sides of the glass panes, respectively. Those values 704 

were 0.18 in the current study. Following the same methodology, the center-of-glazing, air-to-air thermal 705 

conductance of the VG sample can be written as follows [51]:    706 

1

𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑎𝑖𝑟,   𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒−𝑜𝑓−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔
=

1

ℎ∞,𝑖
+

1

𝐶𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠,   𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒−𝑜𝑓−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔
+

1

ℎ∞,𝑜
   (11) 707 

Equations (8) – (11) were used to estimate the value of 𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒−𝑜𝑓−𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔 for the VG and 708 

VGPV samples without considering the effects of edge sealing, and this term can also be considered as the 709 

center-of-pane U-value. The temperatures of the hot and the cold sides of the glass panes were estimated 710 

from the numerical model, and these values were used in equations (8) – (11) to estimate the center-of-pane 711 

U-value. Fig. 15 shows a comparison of U-values for all samples, using ASTM winter season boundary 712 

conditions and a vacuum pressure of 0.1 Pa. The VG and the VGPV samples exhibited the lowest center-713 

of-pane U-values, approximately 1.3 and 1.2 W·m-2 K-1, respectively, at vacuum pressures of 0.1 Pa. The 714 

GVIP and VIPPV samples exhibited center-of-pane U-values of 1.9 and 1.8 W·m-2 K-1, respectively, at the 715 

same vacuum pressure.  716 

 717 

Fig. 15. Estimated (a) heat flux transfer and (b) total glazing U-value for the proposed systems 718 

under ASTM boundary conditions. The VG and VIP systems were simulated with a vacuum 719 

pressure of 0.1 Pa. 720 

 721 

 722 

 723 

 724 
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6. Conclusions  725 

 726 

Advancements in, and integration of, progressive vacuum insulation technologies are believed to be one of 727 

the realistic solutions for converting domestic and commercial buildings into net ZEBs. Herein, the thermal 728 

and electrical performances of six progressive configurations for glazing systems have been compared. 729 

These include semi-transparent photovoltaic (GPV), VG, translucent vacuum insulation panel (GVIP), 730 

semi-transparent PV with VG (VGPV), semi-transparent PV with translucent vacuum insulation panel 731 

(VIPPV), and SG systems. These glazing systems were designed, constructed, and tested using a hot box 732 

calorimeter, and with and without application of simulated indoor solar radiation. The center-of-pane U-733 

values, transient temperature variations of the inner and outer surfaces, open-circuit voltages, short circuit 734 

currents, fill factors, and the steady-state temperature contours (from the infrared camera) have been 735 

determined experimentally and compared. The moisture condensation patterns are also depicted for these 736 

systems. A 3D finite-volume heat transfer model is developed and validated with the experimental results, 737 

then used to compare the thermal performances of these systems under ASTM boundary conditions. The 738 

main conclusions are summarized in the following: 739 

 740 

(1) The steady-state center-of-pane temperature differences are measured as 55 ºC, 32.5 ºC and 5 ºC for the 741 

VGPV, VIPPV, and GPV systems, respectively, with solar irradiation at the level of 1000 W·m-2. 742 

(2) With a simulated solar radiation level of 1000 W·m-2, the steady-state open-circuit voltages are measured 743 

as 8.75, 8.25, and 7.85 V for GPV, VIPPV, and VGPV samples, respectively. These results show that the 744 

VGPV system achieved higher induced power and lower U-value relative to the VIPPV system. 745 

(3) The FF of the semi-transparent PV samples decreases with increases in the simulated solar radiation, 746 

while the measured short circuit current ratio for these samples changes slightly under the same 747 

conditions.   748 

(4) The predicted center-of-pane U-value for the VG, VGPV, VIPPV, and GPV samples with dimensions of 749 

15 cm ×15 cm are predicted to be, and are validated as, 1.3, 1.2, 1.8, and 6.1 W·m-2 K-1, respectively, 750 

under ASTM boundary conditions. 751 

(5) The results also show that the use of either the VGPV or VG system eliminates moisture condensation. It 752 

is concluded that VGPV and VIPPV systems generate comparatively less power but provide higher 753 

thermal insulation. It is recommended that future work should be done to develop and install independent 754 

self-powered intelligent EEW for buildings experiencing various climates.   755 
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Nomenclature 764 

𝑞′′ heat flux transfer [Wm-2] 765 

a pillar diameter [m] 766 

C thermal conductance [Wm-2 K-1] 767 

FF Fill factor [--] 768 

h  convection heat transfer coefficient [Wm-2K-1] 769 

k thermal conductivity [Wm-1K-1] 770 

lv VIP thickness [m] 771 

P pressure [Nm-2] 772 

Pmax maximum power [W] 773 

s pillars spacing [m] 774 

S source term in the energy equation [Wm-3] 775 

T temperature [o C] 776 

U  thermal transmittance [Wm-2K-1] 777 

Greek symbols 778 

Δ difference  779 

δ thickness [m] 780 

ε emissivity  781 

σ Stephan Boltzmann constant 5.67×10-8[Wm-2K-4] 782 

∞,o outdoor air 783 

∞,in indoor air 784 

 Subscripts 785 

c cold side of the HFM apparatus  786 

g glass 787 

g,in inner surfaces of the glazing’s 788 

g,o outer surfaces of the glazing’s 789 

h hot side of the HFM apparatus  790 

oc  open circuit      791 

sc  short circuit      792 

v vacuum space 793 

 794 

 795 
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